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The advent of the era of Internet, has stimulated the domestic audience, especially
the college students to watch the American TV series. Why the college students enjoy
watching it? What Internet behaviors are presented in the process? What factors
influence the series of Internet behaviors when the college students watch the
American TV series? Based on the consideration of the above problems, the author
carry out the specific research through two research paths: One study the influence
factors of watching the American TV Series which is led by the core of the American
TV Series. Another study the influence factors of the Internet usage which is led by
the core of the channel. Among them, the “channel” research path is extended from
the “American TV Series” research path.
Qualitative research method the grounded theory has been adopted in this
research, so that the data can speak for itself without the author’s anticipation.
Through purposive sampling, 15 students have been selected for interviews. The
author has taken advantages of both the grounded theory of constructivism and
objectivism, paying attention to the interaction with the respondents as well as the
data itself. Therefore, on one hand explicit and implicit information of the respondents
can be excavated to the maximum, on another, the direction of the research can
strictly follow the data itself. By three times encoding and constantly comparison, the
conclusion has been drawn that 8 major factors influence the college students’
watching and the subsequent network behavior, that is, the characteristics of the
American TV Series itself, demand and satisfaction, individual differences,
self-identity, time, perceived values, ease of use and the external factors. The
dynamics model of Internet usage when the college students watch the American TV
series has been constructed consequently based on the conclusion. And 8 more college















The main innovation of this paper lies in both the research perspective focusing
on the whole process of the college students’ watching the American TV Series and
the restoration of the real situation accordingly. The grounded theory, the path of "Use
and Gratification" and the Internet have been combined successfully to some extent in
the study. Meanwhile, China's TV industry and Internet industry can seek better
improvement themselves for knowing more about the college students’ motivation of
the related behavior according to the conclusion who occupy a great part of the
audience group for both the industries. Therefore, it can be said that this research tend
to be both of theoretical value and practical value.
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了 8,579,051 名粉丝的关注，“美剧迷”公共账号的粉丝量则达到 2,781,687
名1。
图 1.1 2015 年 7 月的艾瑞欧美电视剧网络视频数据
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